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AMOGELANG MAEPA 

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY

I mostly work with clay, which I dig up from a river close by 
to my studio during the rainy seasons – this allows for the 
clay to soften and become finer as the water purifies the 
clay. Through the experimentation of clay, I have learned 
how to use this organic medium, by learning what clays 
should be mixed and what works well together. There is a 
fluidity in my process as well as very technical and scientific 
approach when it comes to glazing and firing the ceramics, 
the outcome is never known and that excites me. This 
process has helped me develop a natural language and 
relationship with the medium, which has now become 
instinctual and ritualistic in my everyday experiences. 

My sculptures are fused with poetry, which demonstrates my 
personal experiences – they portray the more intimate and 
honest parts of myself. The poems are there to ignite a 
connection with the audience and at the same time to spike a 
conversation. Being honest in my poetry helps me to define 
my artworks and their forms. To a degree, I am handing over 
my true self through these artworks.

Amogelang Maepa (b.1995) is a ceramist and visual 
storyteller from Mabopane (Gauteng). She  first studied art in 
2009 at Die Hoerskool Langenhoven, she matriculated in 
2013 and furthered her studies in the arts at Tshwane 
University of Technology in 2014. Amogelang majored in 
Ceramics and Printmaking during her studies at  Tshwane 
University of Technology and graduated in the year 2017 
with a national diploma certificate. 

In 2019, Amogelang participated in the RMB Talent Unlocked 
programme at Turbine Art Fair, followed by the group 
exhibition:#ARTladies held at Berman Contemporary. At the 
beginning of 2020, Amogelang joined The New Vanguard 
group, a mentorship programme that coincides with Berman 
Contemporary. Amogelang participated in Turbine Art Fair 
Online, while simultaneously exhibiting in a show: 
LABYRINTHINE, held at Berman Contemporary. By the end of 
2020 Amogelang Maepa was represented by Berman 
Contemporary. 

Instagram: @amo_ceramocs
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Amogelang Maepa

Let the church say, amen! I, 2020

Painted and Glazed Ceramic 

15 x 6cm x 5cm 

LET THE CHURCH SAY, AMEN! | 2021
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Amogelang Maepa

Let the church say, amen! II 2021 

Painted and Glazed Ceramic 

15 x 6cm x 5cm 

Amogelang Maepa

Let the church say, amen! V, 2021 

Painted and Glazed Ceramic 

15 x 6cm x 5cm 

Amogelang Maepa

Let the church say, amen! IV, 2021

Painted and Glazed Ceramic 

15 x 6cm x 5cm 
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For the past twenty years I have been seeking my 
inspiration in the kingdom of plants. I cultivate and 
collect an imaginary world based on the ancestral 
issue of fruiting. The initial trigger occurred during 
a visit to the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam where 
so-called "minor genre" scenes were exhibited: 
market scenes, still lifes where vegetables such as 
cabbages featured in the foreground of these 
paintings. I plunged into the idea of 
metamorphosis, the earthy coloring of my 
chromatic range made the nourishing earth a 
recurring symbol of the idea of maternity; a 
symbol within which I attempt to describe the 
cycles of life in multi-disciplinary techniques. My 
inventory works to decode as closely as possible 
the quintessence of this incessant organic beat: 
bark, pod, pulp, fibers, seeds... and to understand 
the way in which nature face up to traumas in 
order to regenerate itself. I enrich my compositions 
with copper, bronze, zinc or brass oxides which 
lead to processes of mineralization, crystallization, 
iridescence, and solarization. One no longer knows 
whether it is the vegetable or the mineral that is 
prevailing, the living or the deadly weight of 
corrosion. All is a question of living and surviving, 
where rust and cupper devour, and fire consumes”.

Barbara Schroeder (b. 1965) was born in Kleve 
(Germany) and settled in 1984 in France. She 
studied at the University of Bordeaux III and at the 
school of fine art in Bordeaux, where she perfected 
her practice of engraving and obtained a Master's 
degree in 1989 in which she focused on the Berlin 
Wall Paintings. Since then, she has developed a 
multidisciplinary artistic practice and has exhibited 
in numerous museums, contemporary art centers 
and galleries in Europe and South Africa. 

In 2010 she was made a Knight of the Order of 
Arts and Letters. In 2016, she won the first prize 
for sculpture at the Bernard Magrez Cultural 
Institute, with a porcelain installation. Since 2020, 
she has been awarded to an associate member of 
the national academy of science, art and literature 
of Bordeaux.

Instagram: @barbara_schroeder_artiste

Website: barbaraschroeder.com

BARBARA SCHROEDER 

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY
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https://instagram.com/barbara_schroeder_artiste?utm_medium=copy_link
http://www.barbaraschroeder.com/bio-en/


Barbara Schroeder

Sentinel #1, 2019

Acrylic and shellack on canvas

Size: 50 x 60cm

Framed size: 50 x 62 x 5cm

Framed in white wrap-around frame

Barbara Schroeder

Sentinel #3, 2019

Acrylic and shellack on canvas

Size: 50 x 60cm

Framed size: 50 x 62 x 5cm

Framed in white wrap-around frame
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STEREUM | 2019 

Stereum is the general name of fungus that grows on wood. The title is directly linked to the experience I had in 
Knysna. 

Thanks to SAFFCA (Southern African Foundation For Contemporary Art), I was invited to an art residency with my 
friend Chrisél Attewell during the month of August 2019 on the Entabeni Farm in the south-east of South Africa on 
the Indian Ocean. We reached this heavenly place after a long drive across the desert, 1800 kilometers from 
Johannesburg. 

Our first three days were fully occupied with exploring the site where we would spend four weeks working hard 
together. Three days of hiking, during which we discovered strange bushes and groves reduced to charred stumps 
and deeply burnt soil covered with ash and black soot. 

We understand that a tragedy has taken place on this land from which nature was slowly recovering. The fire dates 
back to 7 June 2017. The worst the country has ever seen. Serious loss of human and animal life, the destruction of 
the property of more than 600 people, and 20,000 hectares of primary forest wiped out, the devastated landscape 
marked by soil permanently damaged by the high heat. 

Without wanting to record the disaster, a role that belongs to the scientists, we were observing the recovery of 
vegetation and animal life thanks to the soil as an entity that retains memory, as a source of sacred energies and 
healing powers to the trauma. I chose to focus on the lignicolous fungi for their transformative power and the 
invisible, mystical part that the underground network of mycelium develops. The secret life in the darkness of the 
earth is similar to my previous work on potatoes. 

Stereum consume dead organic matter and transform the trauma into fertile matter. We call them Zersetzer in 
German, decomposers; garbage collectors. I prefer the term "decomposer", because they allow the decomposition 
of dead wood to return to organic matter. These recyclers operate like vultures and offer the hope of resilience and 
redemption through the process of re-emergence. They also have medicinal properties. 

Two colors are dominating the two works Stereum: black symbolizing the charcoal of burnt and smoky wood, and 
rust for the bright and incandescent orange of the wood-fungi that settles on the lifeless bark to transform it into 
humus. 

I have been cherishing the black color since my early works when, strongly influenced by the German 
expressionists, I was practicing woodcutting. Still today, inspired by Anselm Kiefer, who confronts the disasters of 
history and the depths of a wounded memory in his large-scale dark compositions, I continue in this direction. 
The large seizes of the works provide a physical immersion in the universe of the paintings. 



Barbara Schroeder

Sentinel #2, 2019

Acrylic and shellack on canvas

Size: 50 x 60cm

Framed size: 50 x 62 x 5cm

Framed in white wrap-around frame
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My work seeks to discover the traces that people 
leave behind and to capture moments that go 
unnoticed. Those traces and moments often speak to 
the fragility of life and reveal aspects of human 
history and social interactions in a specific landscape 
or place.  

In my process of discovering, experimenting, 
transforming, and creating, I seek to illuminate the 
interdependencies that exist in people’s connection 
to each other, to other species, and to the Earth. 

My work is aimed at re-enchanting people with our 
planet, to encourage them to look closer and 
experience more, and through that, to possibly shift 
perspectives on the social, political, and ecological 
issues of our time.

Chrisél Attewell (b. 1994) is a multidisciplinary 
artist from South Africa, working primarily in the 
mediums of photography, glass, painting, and 
printmaking. She received her BAFA (Fine Arts, Cum 
Laude) from the University of Pretoria in 2016 and is 
currently pursuing her MA in Visual Arts at the 
University of Johannesburg. 

Her work has been represented locally and 
internationally in numerous exhibitions, residencies 
and art fairs. Attewell was selected as a Sasol New 
Signatures finalist (2016, 2017) and a Top 100 
finalist for the ABSA L’Atelier (2018). Attewell was 
selected as a 2018 recipient of the Young Female 
Residency Award, founded by Benon Lutaaya. 

Her work was recently showcased at the 2019 
Contemporary Istanbul with Berman Contemporary 
and her latest solo-exhibition, titled Sociogenesis 
and curated by Els van Mourik, was hosted in 2020 
at Berman Contemporary in Johannesburg. Inspired 
by the traces people leave behind, Attewell’s living 
environment is often reflected in her work. Her work 
is experimental in nature and often takes a 
performative approach to the process of making. 

Instagram: @chrisel_attewell

Website: chriselattewell.com

CHRISÉL ATTEWELL

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY
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https://chriselattewell.com/
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SUBSTRATUM | 2018 - 2019

Substratum

a) An underlying layer or substance, in particular, a layer of rock or soil beneath the surface of the ground.

b) A foundation or basis of something, an underlying truth.

“Substratum” implies that the viewer might learn about the underlying truth of something, a truth that the 
artist observes in her milieu and daily life, which manifests itself in the artist’s work. Through diverse media 
such as painting, printmaking, bronze and even construction materials, Attewell  presents a world of surfaces 
constructed in her controlled-accidental environments. 

In Attewell ’s work, there are initial intentions, but there is an overlapping of an uncontrolled processes. These 
processes ricochet off one another within her different mediums where a shared language emerges from the 
collection of her work. The translation from textures in her paintings, to the forms in her sculptures and shapes 
in her prints, all contribute to this collective understanding. The mark-making within them is what joins them. 

The paintings are evidence of Attewell ’s rationale that paint can reveal something to you if you allow it to. 
They are simultaneously reminiscent of galaxies, microorganisms, topographical imagery and similar shapes 
that the artist notices in her everyday existence. Attewell ’s use of contour lining and the extended sculptural 
aspects of her canvasses make the exhibition about the landscape, while also defying this by being inspired by 
surface texture and not by the conventional scenery.

Surface and what lies beneath becomes the main focus of the show. Through Substratum, Attewell  presents a 
body of work that shows what underlies her truth; the desire to look closer, to uncover what truly is and to 
challenge perception. Her continuous interest in the unnoticed, the fleeting, the overlooked or the invisible 
under-layer, and what is unearthed when one looks beneath the surface, are echoed in Substratum.

Chrisel Attewell

Archetype, 2018

Copper, Bichumen, Mild Steel, enamel spray paint

53 x 38 x 66cm



Chrisel Attewell

Desiccation, 2019

Oil and Marble dust on canvas

126 x 190cm 

Craquelé is the French word that means a network of fine cracks in the paint or varnish of a painting. It can 
be a result of drying, aging, intentional patterning, or a combination of all three. Chrisél Attewell's paintings 
are created with Clay and Oil Paint on Canvas, which create this Craquelé effect.

Chrisél has been exploring this technique for a couple years now, she started by shaping the canvas over 
rocks, trying to make a shape - a landscape. But then she started to flatten it and it cracked. The cracks 
became more significant to her than the shape of the work resulting in these topographical maps. 
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I am a process artist based in the city of 
Johannesburg. I have engaged with an experimental 
process either through printmaking, photographs 
and/or mixed media, and currently creating 
sculptural works using cardboard and wool. 

Previous to my sculptural works, I focused on textile 
on paper using the mediums thread, wool and hand 
written text. I use these mediums as a reactionary 
measure and a form of meditation, to understand 
my mental health and the process of managing 
anxieties and/or finding ways to mentally stay 
present, and to find joy in the simple things. 

My chosen mediums have the qualities of strength 
and fragility. The pandemic has forced us to see 
ourselves as such; having a strong desire to survive 
and see the pandemic pass, yet learning how fragile 
our bodies and our concept of time is. 

Duduzile (DuduBloom) More (b.1990) is a visual 
artist based in Johannesburg. In 2018 she 
graduated from Artist Proof Studio as a Printmaker 
and completed her 4th year in Professional Practice 
in 2019. She has participated in various art 
residencies and competitions and her work has 
shown at various group exhibitions and art fairs 
including the FNB Joburg Art Fair. 

In 2018 she was selected as one of two APS women 
artists to do an art residency in Italy through the 
Artist Proof Studio and the Italian Embassy. She is 
the winner of the 2019 Cassirer Welz Award, a 10 
week residency hosted by The Bag Factory Artist 
Studios and Strauss & Co. The body of work created 
during the residency culminated in a solo exhibition 
during the month of February, 2020. 

Represented by Berman Contemporary, DuduBloom 
exhibited new works in a solo booth during the 
London edition of the 1-54 Contemporary African 
Art Fair in October, 2020. 

Instagram: @dudubloom

DUDUBLOOM MORE

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY
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Safe Rising I, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard 
and acrylic wool on canvas 

61 x 61cm

Framed size 64.5 x 64.5 x 10.5cm 

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased in a 
Perspex box. 

A MOMENT AT A TIME | 2021

Throughout my work, I am always drawn to colour and the theory of it, and use it as a focal point. I see colour as 
a way to evoke a mood. For each sculpture, I intend to use the qualities of the colour/s to build human like 
characters. The shape of a circle is one that feels either like a beginning or an end. 

Making one large object from joint smaller objects, reminds me of experiences, influences, situations and 
people/communities that makes one whole. The sculpture might seem bulky, but it is also sensitive and 
lightweight. The method of creation is repetitive and methodical, and I find it calming. It is also a sensory 
experience working with the materials. As I use found cardboard as the inner, and synthetic wool as the outer, the 
process is auditory and tactile. 

The characters that will present themselves from these sculptures will help me to unravel myself further; looking 
outwards to see inwards. In other words, I will use colour to project onto the sculpture what I actually feel.

Safe Rising II, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard 
and acrylic wool on canvas 

61 x 61cm

Framed size 64.5 x 64.5 x 10.5cm 

Framed with an Ash wrap around frame and encased 

in a Perspex box. 
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DuduBloom More

Waiting for Spring, 2021

Handmade disks with found cardboard and acrylic wool

22 x 22 x 7cm
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As single beings, we are microcosms within the 

macrocosm  of community, but we create stronger 

bonds, and become more than just ourselves, when we 

form connections. We connect via cell phones and the 

Internet, gaining access to other individuals, companies 

and organisations. We join, we link, and we visit. We 

communicate with each other from the extreme ends of 

the globe in an instant. All these connections are made 

possible because of the conductive ability of copper. 

How we as humans use copper as a resource today will 

affect generations to come – there is only a finite 

supply of copper left on earth.

My choice to use recycled material is a conscious one, 

given my deep concerns about the damage that has 

been inflicted on our environment and that we as 

humans are possibly becoming less connected with 

nature. My work investigates the way that global 

demand for copper has had micro and macro 

implications for South Africans, as well as for the 

greater global community.

Ingrid Bolton was born in Johannesburg South Africa 
in 1963. She now resides and works in Cape Town. 
Bolton’s area of interest is taking pressing global issues 
and bringing them into the public space for discussion. 
With her medical technology background in 
microbiology, her interest fuels the need to make the 
microscopic world visible. A few years spent running an 
organic farm with her family leads the natural focus of 
her attention to be on the changes in climate 
conditions.

Recently she has exhibited work that looks at the role 
of microscopic phytoplankton in the oceans, cable theft, 
and oceanic acidification – all major global problems. 
She won the Sasol New Signatures competition in 
2012, and her works are included in the Sasol 
Corporate Art Collection, Pretoria Art Museum and the 
Kilbourne collections. She has had solo shows at the 
Pretoria Art Museum, Sasol Art Museum and at Iziko 
South African Museum. She completed her Masters 
degree at The Michaelis School of Fine Art in 2016, 
after finishing the BVA degree through Unisa, where 
she was a contract lecturer.

More recently, in 2018, Ingrid’s solo-show Re-Connect 
was held at Berman Contemporary followed by various 
group shows which include: Voices from the Earth in 
2019 and Learning to Breathe Differently in 2020. 
Ingrid Bolton’s most recent solo-show LINE(S) OF 
EVIDENCE opened at Berman Contemporary in May 
2021 and will be followed by a group exhibition at 
Contemporary Istanbul Art Fair later this year.     

She is represented by Berman Contemporary, 
Johannesburg, South Africa.

Instagram @ingridboltonart

Website ingridbolton.co.za 

INGRID BOLTON 

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY 
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CELLULAR | 2018 - 2019
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TEXT BY ASHRAF JAMAL, 2018

It is when I leave Ingrid Bolton’s studio, poised in the corridor, that I see a work in ink on paper which evokes the 
flight pattern of birds, or some obtuse and sublime trajectory. The work was created by tracking the movements 
of her wireless mouse, says Bolton, as I peer more closely. There are varying dots, some blackened, others thinly 
circled, intercut with a frenzied mesh of fine and jagged lines. Overlaying this is a fretwork of fine copper wire.

I return to Bolton’s studio, needing to learn more about these works on paper. While markedly different to the 
artist’s experiments with coal and calcium carbonate, resulting in works arranged involuntarily on the rim of a 
horizontal plane of finely bevelledpaper –works evoking smoky mountain ranges, the strange graphs of a beating 
life –and also markedly different to the artist’s sculptural works made of copper cabling –her most distinctive 
signature –this work in ink and copper wire nevertheless reaffirms the artist’s abiding fascination with ‘correlated 
conjunctions’ –the title of her joint exhibition with ZymaAmien.

Circuit boards, the inspiration behind a work in progress in the artist’s studio –a meter by a meter and a half in 
scale –further expresses Bolton’s interest in the topographical intersection of realms, the proximitousconnections
between things. Terms such as ‘matrix’ and ‘cellular’ pepper the artist’s conversation. Trained in medical 
technology, completing an MA in Fine art later in life, Bolton finds herself drawing connections between the realms 
of science and art, which, for her, are inextricable in a culture as mediatisedas ours.

If her one sphere of interest concerns climate change –and the ocean’s acidification in particular –then the other 
addresses cable theft –a treacherous act which, she says, is directly connected to China’s insatiable demand for 
copper, a material intrinsic to computerisedproduction.We are networked through copper filaments, Bolton muses. 
But, paradoxically, we are also disconnected through them, because hyper connectivity also threatens our 
capacity to truly connect. Hence the artist’s preoccupation with the shared realm of science and art.

Bolton was first spurred to work with copper following the theft of irrigation piping on a farm she managed. It was 
then that she first began to reflect on the integral nature of this material. Visits to junkyards followed. With the 
assistance of a group of assistants, Bolton proceeded to cut defunct cables. What compelled her was the pattern 
inside the tubing which echoed the cellular patterns one associates with sacred geometry.

More obtusely, Bolton informs me that ‘the molecular structure of copper is cubic’. I’m puzzled by this nugget, but
buoyed nevertheless by the artist’s keen interest in patterns which are not discernible to the eye, but which 
remain integral to all forms. Abstraction, then, is structural. Shape and volume the very dynamic nature of our 
lived world. In this regard, Bolton’s art can be seen as a mirror for the inscrutable.

The artist speaks of ‘finding the overlooked’. This taste for the hidden, for that which we either discard or fail to 
reflect upon more deeply, stems not only from Bolton’s scientific training, but also from her acute realisationthat
today –in a world glutted and inflexible in its obsessive-compulsive demand for our attention, grinding, churning –
there remain pockets of stillness, instance of sublime repose, which allow the fortification of our distracted and 
distracting lives. Her art is the locus of this stillness.

As Bolton muses on ‘phytoplankton’, a bacteria as insignificant as it is utterly essential to the ocean’s ecology –the 
‘bottom of the food chain’ –I am forcefully reminded of the fragility of life, and the precarious balance required to 
sustain it. ‘The energy we burn, coal, fuel, gas, is absorbed by the ocean’, says Bolton, the disasterousoutcome of 
which is acidification –unlivability.

We kill that which we most need to nurture. And if Bolton’s art performs a particular role, then it is as a warning. 
That the works are comparatively placid, conceal their inner aggravation, has everything to do with the artist’s 
temperament, for there is nothing excessive or frantic about her nature. Instead, Bolton’s work is a sounding, a 
kind of sonar, quiet, recessive, and yet alarming. For despite the seeming calm and conscious beauty of her 
works, Bolton remains aware that ‘our world is driven by uncontrollable events’.

Harnessing this discord, cutting then suturing it, examining that which connects and disconnects us, Bolton 
arrives at a place ethically animated and becalming. Hers, one senses, is a journey long in the making, which is 
only now unfolding. Trial and experimentation are fresh capacities, increasingly rare in a time overly preoccupied 
with certainty. I imagine the artist finding surprising new ways to understand the interconnection between science 
and art … life and its strangely poised and cellular fructification.



Ingrid Bolton

Eskom, 2018
Various metal cables framed  in a metal box

20 x 20cm (Various extensions)
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Ingrid Bolton 

Layered Landscape III, 2018  

Various metal cables encased in white metal box  

15 x 15 x 15cm
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My artistic practice revolves around mystery,  
connection and moments of intimacy. It includes  
media such as drawing and an exploration of  paper. 
By making my own, or discovering other  handmade 
paper sheets, there is an embrace of  the materiality 
of the page. My experiments with  paper are 
attempts at maintaining the essence of  the pages –
the different textures along with the  weightless 
fragility – while pushing the ways in  which paper can 
be developed, entwined with my  own hand and 
expression. Paper is a mode of  connection, a way to 
tell stories through lifespans.  In my artworks every 
face belongs to another, they  are always connecting. 
I believe that human  connection is healing and 
important when  overcoming trauma.

My process comprises obsessive, labour-intensive
drawing, cutting and putting pieces back together  
again. Drawing is a way of seeing, a way to  connect 
with the world around me on a deeper  level. Since a 
recent visit to Picasso and Paper at  the Royal 
Academy in London, I have felt a  renewed sense of 
the importance of drawing. By  really looking at 
someone, even if I never see them  again, I embrace 
the possibility of other existences  outside of my own 
and find a way to connect with  people.

Odette Graskie (b.1993) is an artist living in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. She works with paper 
and drawing. Her artworks revolve around human 
interaction and connection. To her, drawing is a way 
of really seeing those around her, and she creates 
intimate moments while drawing. Graskie graduated 
with a BA in Fine Arts from the University of Pretoria 
in 2015 and is currently doing her MA in Visual Arts at 
the University of Johannesburg. She has been on 
artist residencies in Guernsey, London and Poland and 
had solo exhibitions in Pretoria and Cape Town. Her 
recent exhibitions include group shows at the Camden 
Arts Centre in London, PAPER ADVENTURES, the 
ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, LABYRINTHINE and PAPER 
ADVENTURES at Berman Contemporary, and a Youth 
Day exhibition hosted by Nedbank’s art collection.

Instagram @ohdette

Website: odettegraskie.com

ODETTE GRASKIE

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO
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Odette Graskie

Undergrowth: Don’t Wait, 2021

Ink on leftover paper with thread

5 x 5cm 

Framed size: 15 x 15cm x 5cm 
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GROWING IN PLACE | 2021 

Growing in Place is a series that explores the notion of staying in one place. Due to the isolation of the last 
year, I have been exploring the up and downhill battles which happen when there is a lack of movement in life 
– both physically and emotionally. Being stuck in place on one hand, and attempting to grow into the person I 
want to be. This body of work contains a waxing and waning of feelings towards being stuck – in my house, 
and also in Johannesburg. 

There is Little Thunder Clouds: Johannesburg Summer I, an ode to the beauty of Johannesburg and the 
thundershowers, a yearly cleansing of the city. The dark billowing clouds blow in from late September every 
year, frightening and thrilling, echoing through the city walls after months of dry weather and ugly dust-filled 
skies. There is also Overgrown: There’s a Stranger in my Eyes Again, a compilation of the frustrations of being 
stuck somewhere, forced to grow into cracks and crevices – any spaces that are hospitable for life (while still 
cowering in fear of viral death) - eventually not recognising oneself. 

Like moss, we have to grow into difficult spaces – wherever and whenever we can. This is also the root 
message of the Undergrowth Miniatures. Both these artworks are products of the frustrations and happiness of 
being forced to stay, when running wild is preferred. Of starting new things when everything else has to stop. 
The miniatures placed in a web, tangling with each other over time, there is endless space for new 
combinations when taking what I have and putting things together. We Grow Accustomed To The Dark, a 
peace-making with growing despite standing still. 



Odette Graskie

The Lost Moments, 2021

Ink on Left Over Paper with Thread

160 x 170 x 13cm 

Framed Size: 170 x 90 x 20cm 
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I am interested in the patterns of interaction and behaviour
that permeate humanity. The last 400 years of recent Southern 
African history with European ships first rounding the Cape of 
Good Hope initiated a heightened, accelerated time of cross 
continental reach, colonisation and transformation (much of it 
profoundly exploitative). The global migration of people in the 
modern era, often through slavery, irrevocably altered the 
world and the people inhabiting it. Along with the boons of 
technology and cross cultural exchange powerful systems of 
hegemonic domination and economic suppression persist 
today. And they persist in ways that embody us now, even if 
we tend to be desensitised. Unfolding beauty and cruelty 
permeates us. We are fragmented by it, even as we seek 
wholeness. 

My work attempts to capture these fragments. I am asking 
how we are implicated in a historical unfolding, and how we 
might be transforming it. I work with images that have a deep 
guttural resonance. Images that move me out of my head into 
my feeling centre. From this space, the pieces evolve... 
tracking an energetic process of embodied becoming through 
difficult inner landscapes.

Robyn Denny’s most recent exhibition, TRACES OF UNTOLD 
STORIES (Berman Contemporary, 2020) explores tension arcs 
from colonial trauma to contemporary renewal, with a haunting 
video installation, video stills, and large ink paintings. 

Robyn Denny born in South Africa in 1972, is a painter and 
video artist known for her visceral, compelling multimedia 
installations. She majored in painting at Michaelis School of 
Fine Art, Cape Town, then attained a Master of Fine Arts from 
Goldsmiths College in London, where she graduated primarily 
in video art. Soon after, Robyn cocurated the critically 
renowned group show, JUNCTURE, in London and Cape Town, 
creating her own video installation for its Earth, Air, Fire, 
Water.

In LARGE BLACK INKS, the underground floor of The Hudson 
building was emptied to make way for a cavernous installation 
of subterranean darkness pierced by vaults of light. This series 
marked the artist’s pull towards fully immersive installations.

In 2015, Robyn Denny codirected a multi panel film projection 
with Mamela Nyamza : HATCHED 2015. In their collaboration, 
a proscenium arch effect served as a filmic backdrop for 
Nyamza’s live performance. HATCHED 2015 was selected as a 
video piece at LOOP Art Fair, Barcelona. In Madrid, Marta 
Moriarty’s Slowtrack gallery reincorporated Nyamza’s live 
performance. The integration into the space of Robyn’s 
paintings completed the installation. 

Paintings from Robyn Denny’s INDIGO Passage to Healing were 
selected for AKAA Art Fair Paris, 2017. Another collaboration, 
the experience was heightened by Nyamza’s performance. In 
2018, Robyn Denny’s solo show, EASTCOAST GOLD, followed 
at Berman Contemporary, again threaded through with 
Nyamza’s live performance.

Instagram @robyndennyart

ROBYN DENNY 

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY 
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TRACES OF UNTOLD STORIES | 2020
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Robyn Denny

Roça VI, 2020

Ink on Cotton Paper

250 x 150cm

Framed size: 153 x 253 x 5cm 

Framed with perspex in a black wooden frame

Growing up in Durban, sugar plantations surrounded me – it was their lush fecundity which first drew me in.
Yet over time, a guttural unease emerged with the knowledge of how such plantations had come into being
through indentured labour. This challenge to my uncomplicated appreciation of colonial cash crops has
informed the basis for my current work – Traces of Untold Stories – which is set some 4000 kilometres
north-west of my childhood home.

Returning to film the chocolate plantation ruins of Príncipe, a tiny island off the western equatorial coast of
Africa, was a process of listening to these spaces with my whole nervous system. Standing in the ruins of
Roça Sundy, I ‘heard’ slave bells ringing. Rail tracks squealing under freight-loads of cacao destined for
world markets. And the markings on the worn, dry, old buildings appeared as stains and scars, remnants of
collective memory and loss.

Nowadays in Príncipe, untended ferns, cacao trees, palms and mosses wetly devour the ruins, returning
them to the forest. Nature dominates. She emerges as a protagonist finally revered and protected. The
whole island is orientated towards preserving her jewel, tending to her restoration as a pristine ecological
bioshpere.



Blom’s private pictographic language is hermetically 
sealed; known only to him. It is a language forged from 
the frustration of being dyslexic, created to enable him 
to express and record significant life events. Blom is 
tight-fisted about his private language, keeping it 
concealed in a hideaway between the bedroom cupboard 
and roof of his childhood home. He explains that he “cut 
a little lid in such a way that when you opened it you 
could not see it”. There he could be without any 
disturbances, free to express himself to himself alone. In 
the series “A Life Story”, Blom puts his life on display in 
a way that is visible to the public but decipherable to 
himself alone.

Stefan Blom (1963) is a South African sculptor and 
printmaker, who resides in Cape Town. Blom studied 
graphic design at the Witwatersrand Technikon in 
Johannesburg and began his career in advertising. Over 
the years he gained knowledge and insights from artists 
around him, which formed an instinctual urge to peruse 
his passion in contemporary art.  His works often include 
embossing, etching and sculptural construction, which 
express various forms of storytelling in a subtle and 
ambiguous way, often relating to suffering in a 
disquieting manner.

Stefan Blom had his first solo exhibition in 1995 at the 
Karen Mc Kerron Gallery in Johannesburg. Thereafter 
Blom was nominated for the FNB Vita Art Now Awards in 
1996 which ultimately lead to his exposure mostly in 
European and American galleries and Museums. Stefan 
has been part of several Solo Exhibitions, which include -
In your Face, which was held at Galerie Frank Hänel in 
Germany in 2001 and then in 2003 opened with Dressed 
for your Love at the Galerie Frank Hänel in Germany and 
the Hänel gallery in Cape Town. In 2014, Blom exhibited 
an installation at the AVA gallery titled “sweetie” and the 
following year had a presented DShK at Gallery 
Commune.1 in Cape Town. In 2017, Stefan Blom won 
the Tollman Bouchard Finlayson Art Award, later 
following his Solo Show “a life story” held at Berman 
Contemporary.

In January 2016, Blom was honoured to have one of the 
sculptures from the “DShK” series, “Brynhildr” acquired 
as part of the permanent collection of the Zeitz Museum 
of Contemporary Art Africa (MOCAA) in Cape Town. In 
2017, The Constitutional Court Art Collection was gifted 
and loaned two sculptures from the “DShK” series.  Blom
has taken part in various group exhibitions at Berman 
Contemporary, which include: #30days Exhibition in 
2019; Learning to Breathe Differently in 2020, the 
ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW and ANNUAL WINTER SHOW in 
2021. Stefan Blom is now a represented artist by Berman 
Contemporary.

Instagram @stefan_blom123

STEFAN BLOM 

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY 
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Stefan Blom

Into the light fantastic (miniature), 2017

Small aluminium coloured urethane cast

7 x 7cm

Framed size: 28 x 28 x 5cm

Stefan Blom

tete-a-tete (Master Engraving), 2017

Etched Perspex

18 x 17.5cm

Framed size: 24 x 23 x 5cm
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In June 2017, Stefan Blom won the Tollman Bouchard Finlayson Art Award for ‘into the light fantastic’, part of 
a bigger body of work titled “A Life Story”.

Stefan Blom is primarily a sculptor. He was introduced to the medium as a child, whittling the dry roots from a 
field close to home into fantastical creatures. Today, his signature pieces are life-sized polychrome, fibreglass 
sculptures. Blom explores the symbiotic nature of victim and perpetrator particularly expressed through the 
female form in bondage to oppressive forces.

Although secondary to his signature sculptures, Blom’s private pictographic language is always found inked, 
like the tattoo on his arm, onto a section of his sculpture’s skin. However, his etched tondo, “Into the Light 
Fantastic”, represents a shift in focus. As the title suggests, his pictographs move from a quiet, supportive role 
into primary focus. The prelude to the tondo are 11 square, etched plates titled, “A Life Story”, one of which is 
owned by the Zeitz MOCAA. Blom explores the seminal incidents of his life in this series. The shift from “A Life 
Story” to “Into the Light Fantastic” is the celebration of the positive incidents in his life, as if Blom has finally 
been able to put to rest the sustained traumas which have haunted him.

Blom is not alone in creating his own language. The late Cote Ivorian Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, also known as 
Cheik Nadroor, ‘he who does not forget’, created a 448-character alphabet of monosyllabic pictograms to 
represent phonetic syllables for the purpose of transcribing the phonetic and oral traditions of his people, the 
Bété. 

Closer to home isIsibheqe (isiZulu for beaded Zulu love letters) Sohlamvu, also known as Ditematsa Dinokoa, 
have been developed to serve as a new visual writing system which aims to represent the full phonological 
range of the Southern African Bantu languages. Made up of triangles, the units are based on the symbolic 
design traditions of southern Africa found in Sesotho mural art or Zulu beadwork. They are considered to be 
similar to the “Adinkra symbols of west Africa that have informed the development of ancient African writing 
like Egypt’s hieroglyphs, or Nigeria’s nsibidi”.

While these languages are available to the public, Blom’s is hermetically sealed; known only to him. It is a 
language forged from the frustration of being dyslexic, created to enable him to express and record significant 
life events. Blom is tight-fisted about his pictographic language, keeping it concealed in a hideaway between 
the bedroom cupboard and roof of his childhood home. He explains that he “cut a little lid in such a way that 
when you opened it you could not see it”. There he could be without any disturbances, free to express himself 
to himself alone.

Viewers may not be able to decipher the pictographs in “Into the Light Fantastic”, but it is readable as a 
dynamic, visual score spiralling out from the centre – from left to right. The spiral has traditionally 
represented the feminine or goddess energy. It suggests a significant shift from the oppressed feminine of 
Blom’s previous sculptures into an embodiment of the liberated, feminine divine. 

A LIFE STORY | 2017 - 2019



Stefan Blom

The Failed Suicide of my Spirituality, 2013

Steel etched plates

120 x 41cm

Framed size: 122 x 44 x 7cm

IMAGE OF WORK ON WALL
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THOKOZANI MTHIYANE 
ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY

It is therapy as it is pain and joy from the human 
groans to the echoes where the song becomes that kind 
of blue and other tones; visual poetry on the inner self 
that is at times unknown to me as a painter. The 
constant visions of masks and masquerades whose 
turmoil in my head are a reflection of the outside world 
and my inner world. Essentially my quest as an artist is 
to enhance my aesthetic in the context of my identity 
by way of creating personal poetic journeys and an 
uncharted third world space in the universe. The 
outside world is there as a raw material object for me to 
tune into, to chime with my innate world and vice–
versa, at times the darkness of being is just that and it 
would be just as easy to paint black canvases so as to
reflect the state I’m in and yet the metaphysical nature 
of art creation turns to yield an enlightening 
experience.

Whenever Mthiyane paints he plays a lot of jazz in the 
background and that also fuels his thought process. His 
works are more about personal expression and the 
channeling of innate creative forces than they are 
stylistically reflexive engagements with the discourse of 
art history. “The works are only premeditated up to 
maybe the first gesture. After that to complete them, 
it’s something completely different", he says. 

Thokozani Mthiyane (b.1969) is a Johannesburg 
based artist. He has been influenced by his time spent 
under the tutelage of artists Sfiso KaMkame and Thami 
Jali. Mthiyane has experience in children’s theatre with 
the Madcap’s Educational Theatre Company, after which 
he had his first solo exhibition at the Flat Gallery in 
Durban.

Thokozani is self-taught as an artist and began painting 
only when he was in his early 20s and has led an 
interesting life that has taken him from the streets of 
Claremont in Durban to working behind the counter at 
Exclusive Books in Rosebank, to a residency in 
Normandy, France, and the bustling streets of Dakar 
(Senegal), Accra (Ghana) and Lagos (Nigeria).

He has exhibited for Alliance Française and Resolution 
Gallery in Johannesburg. In 2015 he had a solo 
exhibition titled “Whetin dey happen Lagos/ Jozi” at 
Mzansi Gallery Johannesburg and a solo show in 2017 
titled “Soul Songs: The shape of my head” at Art Eye 
Gallery in Johannesburg. Thokozani is currently based 
at Ellis Art Studio’s and represented by Berman 
Contemporary, Candice Berman Gallery in 
Johannesburg. 

Instagram     @thokozani_iv
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Thokozani Mthiyane

Relics II, 2019

Oil on canvas

30 x 40.5 x 2.5cm

Framed size: 33 x 43.5 x 7cm
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"Relics" is series of works inspired by the desire to contain chaos. These works are made from a gathering of 
the congealed studio remains that to me are fossilized memories. The materiality and the tangibility of the 
congealed oils reflect the sensuality of my process of creation. Charcoal, mud, inks, and oils comprise the 
compositions. The four pieces in this collection are a metaphor for verses that lurk in my subconscious mind, 
hence the markings on the textured surface, implying writings on a language that requires deciphering. 
Mythopoetics is part of my process and I seek to omit the obvious and dig deeper into the psyche, with an 
attempt to bring forth an object that would reveal the abstraction of my thoughts.

RELICS | 2019



Thokozani Mthiyane

Relics IV, 2019

Oil on canvas

40.5 x 30 x 2.5cm

Framed size: 33 x 43.5 x 7cm

Thokozani Mthiyane

Relics III, 2019

Oil on canvas

40.5 x 30 x 2.5cm

Framed size: 33 x 43.5 x 7cm
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding of the  

cultural richness and diversity of South African contemporary art.

The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant group of artists living  

and working in South Africa.

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to artists  

from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes celebrate their  

historical and cultural heritage and give voice to their complex  

societal realities, evoking an active and interpretative experience for  

the viewer.

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work created  

by these local artists. The gallery further aims to establish a  

synergistic network between South African artists and their global  

contemporaries, many of whom evidently want to engage with the  

current South African art scene – not only as observers, but as  

active analysts, experimenters and contributors within this context  

and with this specific audience in mind.

Instagram: @bermancontemporary

Website: www.bermancontemporary.com 
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